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Introduction- Before I begin the cases below, let me explain what and how this Kostovic
Biotechnological Energetic Medical Laser Device, K-BTE works. The K-BTE Device is created in a
proprietary method, we’ve assembled in a special circuitry 120volts of Dc/Ac/ Reverse(canceling
the magnetic from the electric) which then is transferred through water. After deleting the
magnetic aspect we extract the bio electrons from this water (electric fluid), controlling their
direction and strength(micro and nano amperes frequency). Lastly we add in extracted electrons
enriched with a number of natural acids. We incorporate these natural acids into our Biological
Agents Device.
Knowing the human body’s resistance to the ground is 1,000 Ohms (dry) yet using 120
voltages of AC we very safely produce the gentle effect of 12-15 Micro Amperes (DC). By utilizing
this newly discovered Reverse Current and separating electro from magnetic we easily prevent
electromagnetic shock. Our K-BTE device utilizing these gentle Micro Amperes frequencies can
effectively burn and disperse oxidized proteins from the body. This frequency is 10,000 times
less in strength than today’s developed laser technology. These energetic acupuncture type
penetrations on the surface of the skin are soft, not at all an electric shock.
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efore I begin the cases below, let me explain what
and how this Kostovic Biotechnological Energetic
Medical Laser Device, K-BTE works. The K-BTE
Device is created in a proprietary method, we’ve
assembled in a special circuitry 120volts of Dc/Ac/
Reverse(canceling the magnetic from the electric) which
then is transferred through water. After deleting the
magnetic aspect we extract the bio electrons from this
water (electric fluid), controlling their direction and
strength(micro and nano amperes frequency). Lastly we
add in extracted electrons enriched with a number of
natural acids. We incorporate these natural acids into
our Biological Agents Device.
Knowing the human body’s resistance to the
ground is 1,000 Ohms (dry) yet using 120 voltages of
AC we very safely produce the gentle effect of 12-15
Micro Amperes (DC). By utilizing this newly discovered
Reverse Current and separating electro from magnetic
we easily prevent electromagnetic shock. Our K-BTE
device utilizing these gentle Micro Amperes frequencies
can effectively burn and disperse oxidized proteins from
the body. This frequency is 10,000 times less in strength
than today’s developed laser technology. These
energetic acupuncture type penetrations on the surface
of the skin are soft, not at all an electric shock. It doesn’t
matter the human body’s resistance to the ground is
1,000, or 100,000 or 1,000,000, wet or dry, it just doesn’t
matter anymore because we can produce such a low
frequency of Micro Amperes and we have eliminated the
magnetic from the equation. We can even bring it down
further to the Nano Amperes frequency which is 1
billionth of the amplitude.
The new invented laser medical device Kostovic
Biotechnological Energizer, called K-BTE correlates to
the energetic fields that already exist in nature, but in
more effective form. The mineral granite fields
surrounded by ice, caused by low temperature in nature,
radiate strong elementary energy. The irradiated
elementary energy from mineral fields interacts with
complex elementary biochemical energy charges from
the sun’s rays. It is well known that these fields exist in
the far regions of Earth.

For example, some of these extraordinary
energy fields are found on the slopes of Himalayas.
These areas attract extremely powerful, complex and
rich sun’s ray elementary biochemical energy charges
from nature and can contribute to a longer lasting and
healthier life. For this reason, some people in these
areas live extended lives, up to one hundred years or
more and are not prone to most degenerative diseases.
Kostovic -Biotechnological Energizer, K-BTE
medical laser device creates a powerful energetic
vibration through its field that is capable to attract these
elementary biochemical charges and the electron
neutrinos, which are more effective, form than
extraordinary fields on the Earth, as the slopes of
Himalayas.
The durability of rudiment of cellular
components is directly dependent on the attracted new
elementary biochemical charges and electron neutrinos.
Released elementary biochemical charges and electron
neutrinos are the only ones in the form of the elemental
energetic values. These are capable of nourishing and
rebuilding the cellular components into central nervous
system. Enzyme proteins are enriched, and the oxidized
proteins are unmistakably “burned off”. The rudiment of
cellular components is consist of DNA, proteins and
lipids as chemical element. Its recovery depends
exclusively on attracted elemental biochemical energetic
values.
The Center has further continued research and
development of the transfer of the different elementary
energy values from nature through hairs and skin (hairs
are the offshoot of central nervous system), directly into
the cellular components of the brain. Due to the
stimulation of the pineal gland in the brain, this process
is visible with the closed eyes.
On a daily basis our cells are always being born
and dying. When we are young our bodies can disperse
and get rid of all the dead cells. We have cells that eat
these dead oxidized proteins. But with aging the dead
cells are produced faster than the aging body can get
rid of. When the oxygen and protein rich blood supply is
prevented from reaching and feeding the muscle fibers
due to this build up of dead cells, then the nourishing
proteins become oxidized proteins.
These oxidized proteins become our number 1
enemy, as they attract parasites, microbes and
bacterias etc. So now the human body not only has
dying fiber tissue, the building blocks of muscle tissue
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but we also have diseases developing. If we are not able
to clean this declining fiber tissue from the dead cells
and oxidized proteins, then the tissue will die, creating a
domino like effect killing more and more fiber tissues,
the building blocks of the organs.
For the first time in history our discovery
enables us to maintain the physical organs. We do this
by first cleansing the fiber tissues, burning away the
dead cells and oxidized proteins with our wireless
acupuncture therapy. After we have burned away the
dead cells and oxidized proteins making space for the
healthy blood supply to finally reach the fiber tissues,
then body can rebuild healthy fiber tissue.
The K-BTE Medical Laser Device is always
preformed in three phases which is why it is so highly
efficient in improving and healing the different types of
neurological and physical disorders. As I have stated
first we wirelessly send biochemical electrical impulses
into the diseased fiber tissue of injured areas to “burn
off” the oxidized proteins, unhealthy and malignant cells
from the healthy cells, enabling the body to easily
excrete them.
While wirelessly sending these photons of bio
electrons through the patient’s skin to burn away the
diseased areas, we are also burning away any plaque
within the vascular system that is supplying this area.
Thereby eliminating clots in vascular system, enabling
the injured and healthy cells to fully receive the healthy
blood supply of oxygen and proteins.
After we have cleansed the area with the bio
electrical electricity, the second process is using the
Biological Agent Device. This Biological Agent Device
releases sheaves of elementary laser beams of
biological electricity with enriched electrons. We enrich
the electrons with biological and mineral agents such as
gold, silver and pyrite-Fe2 and converted amino acids.
We use various natural acid liquids such as virgin olive
oil, fig acid, and lemon, etc., (“values of different
energetic conductors”) into an energetic form of
enriched electrons. The virgin olive oil contains natural
acids, Oleic and Linoleic which are considered
antioxidants, not saturated fats, like polyphenol.
These ingredients are very important in the
protection of healthy cells from destructible free radicals.
We biochemically charge these natural acids converting
them into a light wrapping which surrounds the
electrons. Extracted from the H20 electric fluid and
coated with the converted natural acids (light charged),
these electrons become bio electron photons which we
are capable to absolutely control and direct into the
patient’s tissue, nourishing and invigorating the healthy
cells.
The final segment of this therapy, is very
intricate. I have many documents on my website that
delve into greater detail. This Center has continued indepth research and development of the laser’s transfer
of the different elementary energy values from nature
© 2 016 Global Journals Inc. (US)

through the hair and skin pores (hairs are the offshoots
of the central nervous system), directly into the cellular
components of the brain. In this final segment the
therapist touches the client’s forehead with his/her index
fingers which stimulates the pineal gland in the brain,
this laser process is easily visible with the patients
closed eyes.
The therapist transfers the biological electricity
in the form of different energetic vibrations by pressing
his/her fingers on the patient’s forehead, scalp and skin
releasing this bio electric vibration which supplies
throughout the recently cleansed brain with more of the
finest/slightest bio photon elemental energy.
This finest bio photon elemental energy
interacts with the brain enabling/reflecting surplus
weaker elemental energy to irradiate out from the brain
creating an aura of elemental energy. This aura around
the outside of the calvarium/skull becomes the catalyst
for attracting more elemental biophoton particles of
sunlight directly into the brain. These elemental bio
photon sunlight particles (which can’t be seen with the
naked eye) surrounds us in nature and now for the first
time in history we can attract and direct them. This
surplus of weaker elemental brain irradiation now
circulating in an aura outside of the skull appears to the
patient’s open eyes as a wavy blurry view. Our ability to
attract these bio photon sunlight particles directly into
the brain provokes/awakens passive, dormant,
hibernating brain nerve cells. As we awaken the
passive/hibernating brain nerve cells we are
simultaneously nourishing and feeding any damaged
and weaken areas thereby regenerating these harmed
and injured areas in the brain.
The healing process to the brain’s nerve cells
gradually become visible to the patient by this special
way of attracting elementary biochemical bio photon
charges. With closed eyes the patient sees circles of
many colors including white, black, blue, green, red,
rose, yellow, turquoise, purple, orange and gold as the
body absorbs the elementary biochemical bio photon
charges awakening billions of hibernating passive brain
nerve cells converting them into newly activated brain
nerve cells.
When dormant, passive brain nerve cells now
become newly activated brain nerve cells, the brain can
then successfully combat the causes of most
neurological disorders and traumatic brain injuries.
Simultaneously, while the newly activated brain nerve
cells (the former passive, dormant brain nerve cells) are
being strengthened and invigorated they are now
creating improvement in the neuronal functioning plus
increasing neuronal production and improving the
various nerve impulses throughout the body.
The mobility and movements of the arms, legs,
spine etc, reacquire their normal function, since the
neuronal activity has been repaired, the body is
restored. The results are notable, the mitigation of
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The patient A. was diagnosed with ALS Berbery
type in June 2001. He was seen by the top ALS expert at
UCLA in August 2001. The doctors informed the patient
that his CO2 would measure 45 points within 6 months
which would cause suffocation. The doctor’s predicted
this progressive disease would end his life by January
2002. The UCLA doctors informed him that any
technology for preventing the growth of the CO2 had not
been developed yet. Fortunately patient A. found our
center. We stand alone in our technology since we are
able to clean his physical organs from CO2, nerve’s
biochemical toxic gases, radioactive radiations, etc.
Medical doctors have yet to match our technology.
Which is why the FDA has approved our laser medical
device and given it a classification of it’s own.
UCLA offered the patient an experimental drug
called Rilutek. The prescribed drug would somehow
subside suffocation, but the side effects would
compromise his liver and kidney functions. The drug,
with these side effects, could not extend the patients life
beyond 6 months which matched his CO2 prognosis.
Fortunately the patient A declined the medication.
Patient A. suffered from ALS-Berbery type,
beside the difficulty breathing and swallowing his
symptoms included falling down. Patient A. came to the
Biotechnological Health Center January 13, 2002.
Hopeless and near death he was desperately looking for
help. He had heard that I helped a patient suffering from
ALS who's mobility was restored after the K-BTE
treatments. With this type of ALS- Berbery - CO2 levels
were at 43 points which is extremely high for the lungs.
As noted, this level of CO2 would naturally increase and
eventually cause suffocation. Within 10 days of
treatments his CO2 was decreased by one point
bringing it to 42. The treatments were performed directly
into the chest area simultaneously from front and the
back. The patient released by coughing up colorless,
sticky layers of compressed mucous. By releasing these
elementary laser’s beams of enriched bio electron’s
photons of the biological electricity into the skin and
then into the blood vessels in the lungs we started the
process of cleaning. After 1 month of sessions his CO2
decreased and his muscle structure was strengthened.
After 180 treatments the CO2 was lowered to 28 which is
normal, and it never increased again. We also treated
the throat area, strengthening the nodules on the vocal
© 2016 Global Journals Inc. (US)
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ALS (Aumyotropic Lateral Sclerosis) is a
disorder of the motor neurons which are responsible for
contracting skeletal muscles. The body’s organ muscles
start to atrophy, loosing functionality and with some
paralysis begins. The varying degrees of this illness
affect gradually two groups of motor neurons. One
group of motor neurons results in the immobility of the
extremities and other in the form of paralysis in some
organs. The characteristic symptoms of ALS eventually
appear as a weakened neuronal structure. ALS is most
likely well established by the time the patient first notices
muscles weakness, shortness of breath, reduced ability
to swallow, decreased mobility etc. As we perform our
Bio-electric surgery and therapy on ALS sufferers,
releasing bio electron’s photons enriched with natural
acids into the brain,. The damaged areas are easily
revealed due to the fact that the infected areas in the
brain are quite painful when touched with our bio
energetic acupuncture technique. Using two agents,
one from minerals such as gold, silver, or pyrite and the
other from biological agents such as lemons, fig acids
and fish bones we simultaneously send the bio
electron’s photons enriched with these natural acids into
the brain. As they penetrate throughout the brain the
unhealthy cells from the damaged areas begin a
“burning off” process enabling them now to be easily
excreted from the body. The ALS damaged areas in the
brain are a source of aggressive “dying off” of active
brain nerve cells. We are able to prevent this condition
from further neuronal deterioration and non functioning
of motor impulses. Our results are a notable process
due to the mitigation of further immobility as well as
paralysis. For some clients we can completely bring
back the body’s normal functioning again.
Treatment plans for ALS patients are a minimum
of one year with daily sessions of 50 minutes at least 6
days a week. Daily sessions could consist of more than
one 50 minute treatment per day. Treatment plans are
determined by the severity of their condition. After the
treatment plan has been completed it is necessary to
have a yearly follow up of at least one month. It is
strongly recommended to have this yearly clean-up to
refresh those formerly affected weakened areas of the
ALS. These patients who have had the bio-electric
therapy benefit greatly especially since it is also

III. ALS Berbery Type Case

Year

II. ALS Treatment

preventive to paralysis. The duration of recovery and
improvement is long lasting but follow-ups are
imperative to keep those dead cells from piling up
again. Though the enriched bio electron’s photons
released has the capability of regaining neuronal motor
impulses many wheelchair bound patients still need to
get physical therapy to rebuild those atrophied muscles
so they can finally get out of the wheelchair.
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immobility displays the improvement for the patients
suffering from this horrible disease. In their dormant
form these passive brain nerve cells are resistant and
indestructible to all neurological illnesses. The passive
brain nerve cells are slight and very sensitive and
contain faint energy charges which can only be
stimulated/awakened by attracting to them the finest
elementary biochemical energy charges through this
very slight form of energetic vibrations.
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cords thus recovering speech, rejuvenating the
esophagus tissues and restoring the ability to swallow.
By treating the neck area his head was able to become
straightened to its normal vertical position within one
month. Arms and legs were restored from atrophy and
restored the existing areas from paralysis. After 18
months the patient’s results were notable, walking,
laughing, speaking, swallowing, his entire metabolic
condition improved. His life was extended 8 years. But
unfortunately, Patient A did not commit to the
recommended follow-ups.
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IV. Parkinson’s Disease Case
Parkinson’s disease affects the neurons that
control the complex performance of body movements.
Their decline causes weakness and the patient
experiences tremors in the arms and legs gradually
becoming paralyzed.
Patient B. is a 80 year old man with Parkinson’s
Disease: The patient had tremors in both arms and his
right leg causing aggravated mobility. UCLA medical
doctors prescribed a combination of levodopa and
carbidopa which is used to treat the symptoms of
Parkinson's Disease. The drugs didn’t help, and the
UCLA doctors didn’t have any other technological
healing options. The patient was not satisfied with the
traditional treatment plan so he sought treatment at The
Biotechnological Health Center, Inc. His active brain
nerve cells were strengthened by the penetrating
enriched bio electron’s photons in the form of
elementary needles of energetic acupuncture. The
passive brain nerve cells were awakened by the
elemental biochemical charges of different energetic
vibrations. We successfully reversed his nerve damage
and reversed the muscle damage. Patient B’s arms and
legs were restored from tremors thus returning to his
normal mobile function. His symptoms were completely
eliminated confirming our results as notable and worthy
of attention from the medical community. The enriched
bio electron’s photons of bio-electricity also renewed
Patient B’s weakened and sore knee tissues, bone and
soft cartilage.
Patient B’s testimony which was written after his
recovery can be found on my website. In addition, his
testimony was filmed by Croatian National Television.
Patient B. is first case in the world cured from
Parkinson’s diseases.
V. Treatment for Alzheimer's
Alzheimer’s disease affects the memory and
intelligence. Patients become unable to recognize the
closest of family members and their environment.
Treatments plan is a minimum of 1 year, 6 days per
week with 50 minute sessions, we think double sessions
each day can speed up the recovery time.
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The damaged areas of the brain caused by
Alzheimer’s disease are treated as I explained earlier
with striking the skull with enriched bio electron’s
photons in the form of elementary needles of energetic
acupuncture through biological agents.
As noted, the bio photon energy wirelessly
penetrates through the skin directly into the sickened
areas deep into the brain, targeting the sources of the
illness. The biological electricity is enriched with amino
acids of Virgin olive oil etc which is converted into an
energetic form of enriched bio electron’s photons.
These enriched amino acids in the biological agents
penetrate into the brain revealing the damaged brain
areas, the sources of the disease which we gently yet
powerfully destroy. Modern science hasn’t yet
discovered the causes of Alzheimer’s disease as well as
most neurological disorders, yet we can easily can find
the exact damaged areas deep into the brain, because
they are painful. Directing these sheaves of enriched
electrons into these painful areas we destroy and
excrete these unhealthy cells from the brain. We know
improvements are made when the pain level had
decreased, neuronal functioning is restored and the
patient reports that memory and intelligence has
definitely improved.
VI. MS Disease Case
Patient C. is a 33 years old female patient from
Zagreb, Croatia. She suffered from an extremely
progressive type of multiple sclerosis. Her symptoms
included lose of balance and falling down. After
nineteen weeks of treatments the patient was recovered
to normal balance.
MS disorder is caused by inflammation of the
myelin sheath which causes impairment and a decline
of motor neuron functioning. Gradually the muscular
system becomes paralyzed, diminishing the patient’s
mobility. Using the same technique of intensive therapy
by the K-TBE laser medical device, releasing enriched
bio electron’s photons into the body, the patient’s legs
and arms muscle impairment was reversed and mobility
was restored. In addition, the blood circulation returned
to these areas and reflexes were restored and active.
These
improvements
were
accomplished
by
regenerating active and awakening passive/hibernating
brain nerve cells with the elemental biochemical values.
The damaged areas of the brain and spinal cord were
struck with enriched bio electron’s photons of biological
electricity. The sources of the MS disease were
destroyed and dispersed without any negative side
effects. It is important to point out that in this case the
painful spots were detected deep in the brain confirming
inflammation of the myelin sheath which caused the
impairment of the spinal cord fluid from reaching the
brain. We completely reversed the nerve damage as well
as we reversed the muscle weakness and patient C. is
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a) The Patient C. is first case in the world cured from
MS
MS, Neuropathy and Dementia treatments take
approximately 6 months with 50 minutes sessions, 5
days a week. Intervals between device use is not
necessary or recommended. Regaining mobility with
significant degrees of improvement and reversing
muscle weakness is unheard of. After our treatments
are completed if a patient has been in a wheelchair for a
while then physical therapy is imperative to regain
muscle strength in the atrophied muscles in order to
walk without the wheelchair or a cane. Duration of the
restored health condition is long lasting with advised
once a year follow up treatments.
On our website we have testimonials and
medical records which will validate the results with
substantial scientific evidence. The K-BTE Medical Laser
Device performs this bio-electric surgery and therapy
providing clinically significant improvement in patients
illnesses based on significant and valid scientific
evidence. While at the same time, this device poses no
risk of illness or injury to any healthy cells. This therapy
is highly successful in the recuperation from these
diseases and offers significant mitigation of symptoms.
Additionally, this advanced technological discovery is an
adjunct to early diagnosis of various illnesses. It is
capable of detecting and revealing painful areas in the
brain or any other physical organ before they even show
up on MRI’s or CAT SCANS. The K-BTE device keenly
reveals the damaged areas affected with unhealthy
cells. MRI’s and other diagnostic equipment are not
always able to detect the early origin of many diseases,
but we are able to penetrate and with precision to locate
the damaged unhealthy areas. After each treatment the
pain immediately subsides. Once the cleaning process
is completed, the once affected areas with unhealthy
cells is no longer painful and treatments now start to feel
comfortable. The duration of treatments for eliminating
tumors and malignant cancers could be from 2 to 6
months, we consider this as short term use.
Neurological Disorders including some of the most
difficult cases are a minimum of 6 months to one year or
more, we consider this long term use.
For patients with any recent surgical procedures
we do not recommend having the K-BTE treatment.
Although the K-BTE device is capable of performing on
open wounds and does help in speeding up the
recovery time, we restrict our treatment until the patient
has recovered from their previous surgery.
According to official statistics, 60 million US
citizens are suffering from 600 hundred different types of
neurological disorders. Utilizing the K-BTE device’s bioelectric surgery and therapy we are capable of

significantly improving the cognitive functioning,
memory and mobility of many of these neurological
disorders.
The K-BTE medical laser device is extremely
capable to mitigate many symptoms associated with
these 600 different neurological diseases as well as
eliminating a number of these disorders.
This KBTE Device can prevent diseases from
developing, including neurological diseases, cancer,
stroke and heart disease as well as restore those
afflicted with these diseases making their lives healthy,
vital and longer lasting.
The Kostovic Health Center has 17 years of
research and studies of helping incapacitated ALS,
Alzheimers and MS patients regain the use of their limbs
and no longer needing wheelchairs after only months of
this unique therapy. Some we completely healed but
most of them we absolutely improved their health, which
modern science today is unable to do. Modern science
attests to the fact that they might be able to slow down
the progression but have never improved their
symptoms nor stopped the deterioration of motor skills
and declining brain functioning.
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now free of the disease. Testimonials from Zagreb,
Croatia is written by Prof. Dr. Zlatko Drvar and can be
found in preface of my book “Universe God’s Jewel”.
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